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~Presented on 20 June 2000!

A gas Cerenkov detector with a 12-MeV threshold for gamma-ray detection has been built for use
on the OMEGA laser system to record high-energy gamma rays emitted during DT gas burn.
Recording the 16.7-MeV gamma ray while discriminating against the lower energy 14-MeV
neutron-induced gammas is an important objective using this detector system. Detector design,
sensitivity, and background studies were possible using the Integrated Tiger Series Monte Carlo
code modified to include Cerenkov production and full time-history of all particles. The results of
this code were iterated with the ASAP optics code to optimize the light collection system, while
providing the radiation shielding and stray light baffles to minimize backgrounds. As an initial test
of the instrument, 8–20 MeV electrons from the Idaho State University linear accelerator were used
in lieu of gamma rays. The primary results of these tests are that electron-produced Cerenkov has
been observed and the Cerenkov threshold curve established for this instrument. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1321003#
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I. INTRODUCTION

DT fusion gamma rays were observed using high-yi
NOVA capsules.1 An important conclusion was that a ga
Cerenkov detector~GCD! system could provide better tim
resolution of the 16.7-MeV gamma ray. Energy threshold
would substantially eliminate possible distortion of the bu
signal by time-of-flight effects of concurrent 14-Me
neutron-induced gamma rays. Most of the potentia
interfering 14-MeV neutron-induced signal comes from re
tively low-energy neutron-inelastic gammas~,10 MeV! in
the laser target materials; it is greatly reduced by choosin
threshold at 12 MeV. A small residual interference is due
the relatively improbable neutron-capture gamma rays
extend as high as 25 MeV in energy.

Cerenkov light2 is produced by particles traveling fast
thanc/n ~the speed of light divided by the index of refractio
of the material through which the particle is traveling!. «,
which is n21, is proportional to the density and hence t
pressure of the gas. Adjustment of gas pressure is use
discriminate against lower energy particles. Figure 1 sho
how the detection threshold varies with gas pressure
CO2. A pressure of 27.3 psia~at 0 °C! yields an electron
threshold energy of 12 MeV; the corresponding value forn is
1.000 83. The Cerenkov spectrum is proportional to 1l2

a!Electronic mail: csyoung@lanl.gov
8730034-6748/2001/72(1)/873/4/$18.00
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~wherel is the wavelength! and hence transmission and d
tector sensitivity in the near ultraviolet are important.

A CO2 Cerenkov detector~Fig. 2! has been built which
can be inserted into a ten-inch manipulator~TIM ! on the
OMEGA laser system to record high-energy gamma ra
The detector first converts gamma rays to electrons thro
Compton conversion and pair production; then electro
above the CO2 gas threshold emit Cerenkov photons. A lig
collection system~including the gamma and electron pat

FIG. 1. Cerenkov production threshold for CO2 . The electron energy re-
quired to produce Cerenkov light in CO2 is determined by the index of
refraction which is a function of the gas pressure.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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length but neglecting the photomultiplier! has been designe
such that the theoretical time resolution is,10 ps.

Observation of the 16.7-MeV gamma3 is the primary
objective during this phase of detector development. The
tial time response goal is 200–300 ps, set by the bandw
of the microchannel plate~MCP! photomultiplier detectors
~PMT!. This bandwidth is sufficient to differentiate fusio
gamma rays from laser and most neutron-induced radia
which will be temporally separated from the burn signal
more than 300 ps. The next phase of detector developm
will focus on high bandwidth recording of the Cerenkov s
nal by replacing the photomultiplier with a streak camera

Simulation of such systems involves the production a
transport of neutrons, gammas, electrons, and Cerenkov
tons. New code development was directed toward the in
sion of time-dependent Cerenkov photon production,
coupled to the photon/electron cascade, and the subseq
optical ray-trace of Cerenkov photons through the thr
dimensional Monte Carlo~MC! geometries. The foundatio
used is that of the ACCEPT code of the Integrated Ti
Series, Version 3.0~ITS!,4 and the details of the Monte Carl
model development are presented elsewhere.5

This article describes the design of the detector and
initial test of the instrument with electrons. More realis
tests of the GCD will be carried out at the University
Rochester’s OMEGA laser facility.

II. OPTICAL DESIGN

Several spherical and elliptical gas cell designs
OMEGA have been studied to maximize fusion gamma s
sitivity, while minimizing the inelastic gamma sensitivity
An elliptical design was originally pursued,5 but a spherical
system proved to be the design of choice. An op
mechanical design effort was undertaken to~1! produce a
design for a system that could be easily installed in
OMEGA laser;~2! optimize the collection efficiency; and~3!
minimize sources of light that might interfere with the me
surement.

Ease of installation and operation is provided if the
strument is designed for use in one of the OMEGA TIM
They facilitate insertion and removal of the device witho
disturbing the chamber vacuum and they also allow the

FIG. 2. Omega detector schematic. At Omega, gammas will originate a
target on the left. Compton conversion and pair production take place w
the Be converter and to some extent within the CO2 gas. Cerenkov light is
produced within the gas by electrons with energies above the 12 M
threshold. Cerenkov light is collected by the two-mirror telescope and
rected to the PMT. For electron tests at ISU the Be converter was rem
and electrons penetrated the remaining 1 mm Al from the left.
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strument placement close to the target chamber ce
~TCC!. The converter was then assumed to be as large an
close to the TCC as possible, limited by the need to s
within an f/7 cone to prevent interference with the las
beams. The need to time separate gammas from 14-M
neutrons dictated limiting the target–converter distance
about 20 cm.

The Monte Carlo results give the phase-space distri
tions of Cerenkov photons in the gas for a given pencil be
~or other source configuration! of fusion gamma rays inci-
dent on the converter. These Cerenkov photon data w
then imported into the ASAP optical analysis code6 and ray
traced through the instrument geometry. Iterations procee
resulting in an optimized light collection design.

Various optical systems were tried in order to maximi
collection efficiency. A class of nonimaging systems c
sometimes give improved collection, particularly for unifor
sources of limited angular extent. In our case the Mo
Carlo code showed that ray generation falls off with angle
that a conventional imaging system was equally effecti
For an imaging system, the image and the object planes
reciprocal. Thus, even though the Cerenkov source is a
ume source, the PMT is at the image of a fixed plane. Ba
tracking the Cerenkov photon trajectories showed that
pattern was most dense at a plane near the converter. Th
fore, maximum collection efficiency could be obtained
imaging the converter onto the PMT photocathode.

A conventional two-mirror system, similar to a Casse
rain telescope but with a flat secondary, gave the best res
By placing a thick tungsten block behind the secondary m
ror, gamma rays could be prevented from directly reach
the PMT. Furthermore, the Cassegrain configuration me
that light rays have a significant extra transit time as they
reflected from the primary and back to the secondary be
reaching the PMT. Thus the Cerenkov signal would be se
rated advantageously from light produced by other gamm
or electrons directly reaching the PMT.

III. SIGNAL SIMULATION

With the anticipated optical design, the Monte Car
simulations proceeded tracking the time/position histories
all particles. The sensitivity of the detector to both gamm
and electrons incident on the front of the detector was st
ied.

These simulations predict a signal at approximately 5
ps before the arrival of the Cerenkov photons from the g
The early signal is due to Cerenkov photons from the fu
silica pressure window and the detector’s fused sil
vacuum window. The windows~index of refraction of;1.5!
have a Cerenkov production threshold of;180 keV. High-
energy electrons or gammas scattering from the lateral w
of the CO2 pressure chamber have a relatively direct path
the detector region. Subsequent implementations of the G
will avoid this problem by placing the offending elements
an easily shielded location, but for this TIM applicatio
careful shielding of the exposed windows~see Fig. 2! was
necessary. Iteration between the Monte Carlo and opt
codes was used to determine the placement of tung
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o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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shielding necessary to minimize these background sig
with minimal decrease in the optical signal.

IV. INITIAL TESTS

Initial tests were run using electrons from the Idaho A
celerator Center~Pocatello, ID!, where the Idaho State Uni
versity maintains an electron linear accelerator~LINAC ! ca-
pable of producing mono-energetic, 50-ps wide elect
pulses at rep rates of up to 120 Hz. With the Be conve
removed from the GCD the 6-mm diameter electron be
could penetrate the remaining 1-mm Al window and en
the gas cell with little energy degradation~;0.5 MeV!. Data
at electron energies of 8–20 MeV were acquired with a P
tek PMT113 detector operating at23 kV ~QE5260
electrons/photon at 400 nm!. The beam energy spread is n
currently well known but is estimated to be about 3%. Ty
cal values for the CO2 gas pressure and temperature were
psia and 29 °C, respectively. A 15-cm lead wall was plac
between the LINAC and the Cerenkov detector to prov
shielding of the detector and also collimate the electron be
to about 6 mm. At each energy, the detector and LINA
beam monitor were recorded simultaneously for each
three or more LINAC pulses. Subsequent runs with a Fa
day cup calibrated the beam monitor at each energy. Typ
data for electrons of 13.5 MeV appear in Fig. 3 and
energy scan from 8 to 20 MeV appears in Fig. 4.

At electron energies well above threshold, neutral d
sity ~ND! filters were inserted between the pressure wind
and the detector to reduce the intensity of gas Ceren
light. For the data of Fig. 3 at 13.5 MeV the ND attenuati
was about 60. The apparent time separation of;500 ps is in
accord with the calculated precursor time. At 16 MeV,
opaque foil was inserted between the pressure window
the PMT with the result that the second signal went away
the first did not change measurably. This indicates the do
nant source of the precursor is the photomultiplier wind
due to either Cerenkov in the fused silica or possibly el
trons at the input to the MCP of the PMT and not the pr

FIG. 3. The PMT signal at 13.5 MeV from the Tektronix SCD-5000 r
corder. The first pulse is due to scattered radiation reaching the PMT re
The second pulse is the Cerenkov light from the gas which has a lo
pathlength within the gas cell because of the dual mirror telescope. At
energy, the Cerenkov light has been attenuated by about 603 with ND
filters.
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sure window. When the CO2 gas was removed from th
chamber the second signal disappeared, indicating the
ond signal comes from the gas.

The energy dependence of the signal from the CO2 gas
and the precursor are shown in Fig. 4 in terms of the PM
detector charge per unit LINAC beam charge. Observed
ues near the threshold energy of 12 MeV are uncertain
sumably due to the poor energy definition and/or repeata
ity of the LINAC beam for these initial measurement
Nevertheless, the threshold is apparent; the difference in
sitivity between 16.75- and 11.5-MeV electrons is abo
three orders of magnitude. Away from the threshold the
parent scatter is probably indicative of the experimental
ror. For comparison, Fig. 4 also shows the calculated
Cerenkov signal and calculated precursor due to the fu
silica windows. The observed gas signal below 12 MeV
partially transition radiation, which is not part of the curre
calculation. For the absolute comparison of Fig. 4 the nu
ber of calculated photons was multiplied by the measu
PMT quantum efficiency~electrons per photon! weighted by
the assumed 1/l2 wavelength dependence of the Cerenk
light. Aside from the threshold region and some difference
slope above threshold, agreement between calculation
theory for the gas Cerenkov is quite good.

The difference between the magnitudes of calculated
observed precursors indicates that there are sources of
cursor other than those in the calculation. One source
included in the calculation is the effect of scattered electr
or gamma-rays impinging on the micro-channel plate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary tests show that the GCD responds to el
trons as expected. The Monte Carlo simulations have b
partially validated for this instrument by predicting th
threshold capability of the detector threshold and the tim

n.
er
is

FIG. 4. Comparison of preliminary LINAC data and simulation for ele
trons from the PMT detector per incident electron. The plotted lines
from the Monte Carlo simulations. The solid line is the calculated gas C
enkov contribution and the dashed line is the calculated precursor du
Cerenkov in the fused silica windows. The plotted points are LINAC da
the solid circles are the delayed ‘‘gas’’ signal~second pulse in Fig. 3! and
the open circles are the earlier occurring signal from the PMT window~first
signal in Fig. 3!.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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of the background. Further work is required for an absol
comparison between observed and computed detector
nals.

The NIF requirements for high bandwidth~.20 Ghz!
burn-history diagnostics and greater detector setback~>50
cm! can be met using gamma-ray-based measurements.
of an electron LINAC beam allowed an operational asse
ment of this gas Cerenkov detector design and provided
excellent model verification/validation tool.
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